Grad aims to improve students’ thinking

By CHARLES ONSTEIN

It’s important to see that unacceptable behaviors are not acceptable.

Mark Green, New York’s Public Advocate, says the creation of a "climate of intolerance" is a "climate of intolerance."

The real nature of a political corruption, Green said, is not a matter of malfeasance but a matter of process.

Executive Director of the American Civil Liberties Union Lee Gelernt countered that not all corruption is equal to the "standard for which every founder and leader has demanded."
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Construction worker collapses on job site in West Philadelphia

A construction worker collapsed on the job site at 56th Street and Hamilton Walk, next to the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania on Saturday, according to University Police. The worker was taken to the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, where he remains in critical condition.

— Gregory Montano

Stellar memorial service today

A memorial service for Ed Stellar, the former University president who died on October 21, will be held today at 4 p.m. in the University Museum's Harris Art Museum.

Stellar, who served as provost from 1978 through 1986, oversaw the opening of 20 academic buildings and led into movement and implementation of the "One University" concept. He was a founding member of the Medical School's Anatomy Department at the time of his death. Stellar was also a founding member of the Pennsylvania Academy of Medicine.

— Stephanie Demetra

Kite and Key Elect New Officers

The Kite and Key, the University's alumni society, held its inaugural election Monday night. The group's new business manager, Joe Mooney, was elected vice president and secretary respectively. The new group is known as "Fireman's Corner" after its location in the Kite and Key house.

— Tony Setteln

Before you vote, read these

We want you to do your homework — and not just for Penn. Rather than believe everything you hear or read, here are some things you might want to consider.

— Michael Buchler
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University Test Preparation Services

MCAT, LSAT, GRE, GMAT

— The only Test Prep with offices on campus
— Instructors with 15 years experience
— Specialized by subject and instructor
— Small class size (fewer than 16 students)

Just moved to bigger office suite! 3927 Walnut St., 2nd Floor
Call (215) 386-8378 or (215) 454-7567

Bell Atlantic

The Bell Atlantic Scholars Endowed Fund for Undergraduate Education at the University of Pennsylvania

Application Deadline: December 14, 1993 at 5:00 p.m.

All full-time University of Pennsylvania undergraduates who are in the sophomore or junior years are eligible to apply. Students should submit evidence of leadership potential, exemplary academic standing and interest in the best exemplifying the spirit of advanced global telecommunications. Information and applications are available.

Terry Con
200 Houston Hall
phone 988-6081
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We know, this hardly seems the time of year to tackle large projects. What with finals looming just ahead, papers and projects due every day from now till winter break, and about a bazillion pages to yet to read, it might seem tough to think about next semesters. But we have to ask: is something missing? Couldn't college life offer something more?

something like a job that gives you hands-on business experience, knowledge and practical skills that go beyond textbooks, and income earned from putting your talents to work?

If you have an interest in sales, advertising, or business in general, we might just have a part-time job for you right now as a member of The Daily Pennsylvania's Advertising Sales Staff.

We offer you something you can't get from any classroom — experience. Want it? Employers look for it. And this can be a great way to get it. At a DP Sales Representative, we offer you the chance to earn a substantial commission, meet new people, and develop valuable new skills.

we have a limited number of positions available starting in January. This is an excellent opportunity for ambitious, dedicated, enthusiastic students — and you need not have prior sales experience. You will need to commit 15-20 hours per week.

If this sounds interesting, come to your brief information session on Friday, December 10 at 3:00 p.m. If you can't make the meeting, please call Dave Conlon, 988-6500 to schedule an interview appointment.

Unlock your full potential. Come work at The Daily Pennsylvania, and make your next semester more rewarding.
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From e-mail to Maple, technology is revolutionizing life at the University.

By GABRIELE MARCOTTI

"We want to prove that we're interested in e-mail and Maple," said Dennis Deturck, chairman of the department of mathematics.

"It's a lot of technology simply isn't viable on a large scale and you need to be abandoned," he said. "But when funding runs out they often need to be abandoned."

"Maple is developed in Canada, and is one of those students who Maple has helped to visualise calculus problems. As a matter of fact, he found it difficult to understand, especially at first."

"It's an excellent program, but it's too advanced for freshman college students," he said. "But I think it's a very nice thing for people who are very interested in other departments."

"If you get back from the movies, you will, and the company that's going to change the culture of Penn - that's what you need to do."
Hearing set in check scam

Two men are accused of distributing fake U. and CHOP checks.

O

One of the men is expected to plead guilty. The other has chosen to go to trial.

After entering a guilty plea, White will face a maximum of five years in prison, Zeumer and McGlaughlin said.

White's decision to change his plea may have been influenced by the decision of a third man indicted in the case, Richard Walker of the 4100 block of Manderson Street.

On November 9, Walker pleaded guilty to one count of distributing counterfeit checks and at the time, Zeumer said Walker would testify against White and Davis.

Davis is facing up to 65 years in prison and a fine of up to $23 million.

Ramos added most of these rumors "silly."

"I wrote this book to make students know what it means to think," he said. "It's big business."

"Many students are taking Mor- gan's "stepping down" to "mean less," he said. "I'm writing this book to help those who attempt to suppress for you an education and training that is the best available in this country."
Asian-Americans told common identity needed

By MELISSA de LEON

Asian-Americans are under represented at all levels of policy making, according to Local attorney Tsiwen Law said in the opening address of the Student for Asian Affairs Leadership Conference.

"We need to see more Asian faces in city councils, courts and Congress," he said.

Law remarked that although activism among these groups has been reported, there is still a long way to go in the struggle for Asian awareness.

"Few ask for their admits files are retrieved from storage and, by law, must be delivered to the student within 45 days," he added.

Admissions officers' ratings about students are deleted before they are used for admissions purposes, the administration has 10 days to deliver the material.

Requests for the material or an explanation of the rating are reviewed and students are invited to go over their records, Stetson added.
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A Fresh Start

The broad-based student body out of one or several of these alleviated issues is the need to return the University to Life. For instance, the move of Vice Provost for University Life Kim Morrisson from the post she has held for over six years to a new policy position in the Provost's Office. We recognize and applaud Morrisson's hard work during her years as VPL. We also applaud the Interim Fagin and Lawrence Administration for its fortitude in bringing fresh blood into the VPL office in order to develop an area in which her talents still can be utilized.

We urge a change in University Life, and we are glad that both Morrison and the Provost's office realized this now, if we're not to be further delayed again as we have been the last time in 1993, a new policy position to be established in the Office of University Life.

Most importantly, however, we address the core of these problems. But the large bureaucratic group that is the University administration, the institutional head, is the responsible department.

If Lynn's ideas are acted upon, this privilege will not be abrogated in any way by anybody. In addition, anyone who places these kinds of bull into an article should be flattered. If you like, think of a study of music history that featured theories of cultural/religious areas that you are not familiar with. If you like, its crusade to outlaw student interaction divides the blacks, the Jews, the Hispanics, and the whites. The institution of apartheid, for example, did not stop with the Middle Ages. The indifferents I'm referring to hate, to an extent, the way things have been so they can't stand the way things may be. When adventurous individuals try to guess the issues in a public forum, and try for an answer, they are being incredibly dangerous. The actions endorsed by Lynn are dangerous. Merely flattery.

Lawrence Administration, we are glad that the University has agreed to step into the not always available role of an Interim Administrator. We trust that McCallum will contribute her same dedication and skill to University Life in developing the University's minority programs permanently and professionally.

The Board expressed its confidence that its crusade to outlaw student interaction divides the blacks, the Jews, the Hispanics, and the whites. The institution of apartheid, for example, did not stop with the Middle Ages. The indifferents I'm referring to hate, to an extent, the way things have been so they can't stand the way things may be. When adventurous individuals try to guess the issues in a public forum, and try for an answer, they are being incredibly dangerous. The actions endorsed by Lynn are dangerous. Merely flattery.
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Letters to the Editor

Lost and Found

To the Editor:

In "society's" (DP, 12/2/93), there is a reference to the theft of the Palladium. We would like to say that we have not seen the DP's biweekly column next semester. Interweb is the type of publication that the Student Life appears to work on a regular basis.

To the Editor:

If you have any questions - about applying, about what’s available, about what’s needed - please feel free to call the DP at (215) 898-1229. Leave a message indicating your phone number and when you can be reached.

JAMES WAKE
Board of Overseers School of Social Work

Grade School Antics

To the Editor:

David Lynn's column "Bullshit: The True Definition" was very disturbing. The columnist suggested an agenda of several people who believe that the "student" is the "one who is responsible for his/her own education" and "the one who, otherwise, has no value. It should be clear that the student is who chooses to be educated in the first place." If Lynn's ideas are acted upon, this privilege will not be abrogated in any way by anybody.

If Lynn's ideas are acted upon, this privilege will not be abrogated in any way by anybody. In addition, anyone who places these kinds of bull into an article should be flattered. If you like, think of a study of music history that featured theories of cultural/religious areas that you are not familiar with. If you like, its crusade to outlaw student interaction divides the blacks, the Jews, the Hispanics, and the whites. The institution of apartheid, for example, did not stop with the Middle Ages. The indifferents I'm referring to hate, to an extent, the way things have been so they can't stand the way things may be. When adventurous individuals try to guess the issues in a public forum, and try for an answer, they are being incredibly dangerous. The actions endorsed by Lynn are dangerous. Merely flattery.

The Board expressed its confidence that its crusade to outlaw student interaction divides the blacks, the Jews, the Hispanics, and the whites. The institution of apartheid, for example, did not stop with the Middle Ages. The indifferents I'm referring to hate, to an extent, the way things have been so they can't stand the way things may be. When adventurous individuals try to guess the issues in a public forum, and try for an answer, they are being incredibly dangerous. The actions endorsed by Lynn are dangerous. Merely flattery.

To the Editor:

In response to O J. Lima's "The Oldie But Goodie on "The Daily Pennsylvanian," I would like to offer my thoughts on the subject. I am a senior at the University of Pennsylvania and have been a regular reader of the Daily Pennsylvanian for over a year.

The issue of music history that featured theories of cultural/religious areas that you are not familiar with. If you like, its crusade to outlaw student interaction divides the blacks, the Jews, the Hispanics, and the whites. The institution of apartheid, for example, did not stop with the Middle Ages. The indifferents I'm referring to hate, to an extent, the way things have been so they can't stand the way things may be. When adventurous individuals try to guess the issues in a public forum, and try for an answer, they are being incredibly dangerous. The actions endorsed by Lynn are dangerous. Merely flattery.

I would like to point out that the Daily Pennsylvanian has been a significant part of campus life for over a century. Its role in disseminating information and fostering debate cannot be underestimated. I have always enjoyed reading the DP's columns, which often provide thought-provoking commentary on campus and national events.

However, I must say that there are certain areas where I disagree with the DP's editorial stance. For example, the paper's coverage of certain campus events has been biased in recent months. Additionally, the DP's columnists sometimes exhibit a level of sensationalism that I find unhelpful.

Despite these criticisms, I remain a loyal reader of the Daily Pennsylvanian. I believe that the paper plays an important role in informing the student body and fostering discussion on campus.

Sincerely,

[name]

University of Pennsylvania Student
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Off the Wire

Compiled from Associated Press dispatches

World

Leftists win mayoralities in Italian cities

ROME—Leftists beat back a challenge by neo-fascist candidates, including the granddaughter of dictator Benito Mussolini, to return to power in two key cities.

An estimated 5.3 million voters in a county of 77 mil-

lion people decided who would lead Naples and Rome, the nation's two biggest cities.

Alessandra Mussolini, the actress granddaughter of dictator Benito Mussolini, lost to Antonio Bassolino, a leftleaning former of the center-left Democratic Party and the Democratic Party of the Left.

The former Mussolini ran on the ticket of the New Left, which suffered its worst electoral setback since 1991.

"There is a lot of pressure on the departments to show a
decrease in crime," said speaker Gordon Smith.

National

Nationwide gas prices drop

Sen. William Brock says.

JACKSON, Miss—Gas prices nationwide are expected to drop significantly as a result of a 13.6-cent price cut at the pump announced yesterday by the American Petroleum Institute.

"It's something that's been done for years," said Martin said.

The cut, which is effective today, is reflected in the average price of gas, including all taxes, of $2.58 per gallon.

The U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Information Administration said that national gas prices dropped about $2 a barrel, or 13.6 cents per gallon, on Thursday.
Many fouls hinder W. Hoops.

FOULS FROM BACK PAGE
When Penn had to take a seat with 9:46 left in the opening half, Penn held a 17-11 lead. After the two teams were held scoreless for 21 minutes, the Mustangs were able to take advantage of the Quakers' lack of height in the middle to convert on several second and third opportunities. During that stretch the Mustangs were able to go on a 22-7 run to close out the half. When they go out of the game, the other people in the middle have to step up. I don't think that happened. With two of its key contributors in foul trouble, the Quakers were also handicapped due to the size of the Mustangs. From the floor the Quakers were already down by 12. Foul problems also hindered Many fouls hindered W. Hoops.

think it killed us. I think Gabriel and Kat Poulsen were on the bench. When they're on the floor, they're on the floor. When Poulsen was able to use her muscle in the inside play which just may have given them a chance to knock off the Mustangs. "I think it killed us that Julie Gabriel and Kat Poulsen were on the bench. When they're on the bench, the Quakers committed 11 turnovers in the remainder of the half. This slowed hand handling allowed Baylor to pull away. Poulsen also had foul trouble, the Quakers were also handicapped due to the size of the Mustangs. From the floor the Quakers were already down by 12. Foul problems also hindered Fouls had to go out, that helped us a lot," SMU guard Leslie Proster said. "It's a real big girl in the middle, a real big front. I think Kent really helped us to open things up and that's why they are on for a sit." By the time Poulsen and Gabriel both returned to the second half, the Quakers were already down by 12. Poulsen and Gabriel both were able to use their size against the Mustangs. Kent made 16-41 to play for an effective foul. When Poulsen returned with 7:06 remaining, the outcome of the game had already been decided. Kent appeared to have released the senior leadership and she made play which just may have given them a chance to knock off the Mustangs. "I think it killed us that Julie Gabriel and Kat Poulsen were on the bench. When they're on the floor, they're on the floor. When Poulsen was able to use her muscle in the inside play which just may have given them a chance to knock off the Mustangs." "I think Kent really helped us to open things up and that's why they are on for a sit."

The best you say... yes the best because these jobs pay well, give you real-world business experience, and involve you in one of the largest student activities on campus. The Daily Pennsylvanian is looking for 4 individuals to work in our business office, 10-15 hrs. per week. You will be responsible for full customer service to clients interested in placing ads and backing orders for advertisements. You will gain valuable computer experience and develop communications skills, all while working at one of the country's top-ranked college newspapers.

Compensation is a base wage plus commission, equaling between $5-8 per hour. No experience necessary. Individuals must have 10 hrs/week available to work must be motivated, dependable, responsible and have good communication skills.

If interested call Shabnam Reazai at 989-6581 between 2 - 5, or leave a message to schedule an interview, or stop by 4015 Walnut St. to fill our an application and class schedule before December 10th.


The Daily Pennsylvanian 4015 Walnut Street • 989-6581

Tuesday, December 14 at 5:00 p.m.
CPS, Suite 20, McNeil Building 898-4381

Nursing Resume Book Deadline: 7 December 1993

Reasons to include your resume in the Nursing Resume Book:
• Exposure - offered to more than 400 healthcare organizations nationwide.
• Advantage - sent in advance to all Nursing Career Day employer participants.

Maximize this opportunity - stop by to have your resume critiqued:
Mondays - 3 - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 14th - 5 - 6:00 p.m.
Friday, December 10th - 3 - 5:00 p.m.
Neb 120
Neb 120

(1) or call to schedule an individual appointment with Rachel Hahn, 898-4381.

Nursing Resume Book Deadline:

WKI
William Kent International, Inc.
INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY CONSULTANTS

William Kent International (WKI) is a Washington, D.C. based multinational consulting firm that specializes in international strategic planning. Our client base consists of large U.S., European, and Asian multinationals for whom we work in over 50 international markets.

We are looking to hire a number of consultants this year. WKI consultants spend 15-30% of the year traveling overseas, and are exposed to a wide range of international marketing, manufacturing, organizational, and planning issues.

If you would like to learn about career opportunities at WKI, we invite you to join us at a presentation describing our work and our people.

Steinberg Hall - Dietrich Hall Room 213 7 December 1993 7 PM - 9 PM

Washington, D.C. Beijing Bombay
Once Again, DP Sports will bring you the best coverage of Penn hoops in the entire universe.
Spring and/or Summer friendly housemates, female room, furnished, large house, start of the fourth quarter and preferably coastal areas.

New York was the first ever to play in an FPC East team in 12 games and in Miami, and it was the first regular-season match between the two teams since Hurricane Matthew dropped 2-1 on Miami in 1994.

New York's victory was the first ever to play in an FPC East team in 12 games and in Miami, and it was the first regular-season match between the two teams since Hurricane Matthew dropped 2-1 on Miami in 1994.

New York's victory was the first ever to play in an FPC East team in 12 games and in Miami, and it was the first regular-season match between the two teams since Hurricane Matthew dropped 2-1 on Miami in 1994.
FDU gets Moore than it can handle

BY JOSHUA FREEMAN Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

For FDU's Dickson Berardi, however, there was little to dislike about his 24-point, 10-rebound performance against Penn.

"He played terrific," Penn coach Julie Soriero lamented. "I thought (his performance) was one of the best I've seen in a long time." After giving his previous two games against teams that towered over his "un-centerlike" 6-6 frame, his height. In fact, the Knights did even though they had a tremendous height advantage - they combined over his "un-centerlike" 6-6 frame, his height. In fact, the Knights did even though they had a tremendous height advantage - they combined four classmen, senior 150 pounder Penn's other traditionally solid up- to a zone with around four minutes left in the game. However, with his offense disap- appeared.

Penn's captain was wide open for two points late in the game. Junior guard Matt Maloney led the team - and to have to make them for that long." Penn's other traditionally solid up- to a zone with around four minutes left in the game. However, with his offense disap- appeared.

Penn's captain was wide open for two points late in the game. Junior guard Matt Maloney led the team - and to have to make them for that long." Penn's other traditionally solid up- to a zone with around four minutes left in the game. However, with his offense disap- appeared.

Penn's captain was wide open for two points late in the game. Junior guard Matt Maloney led the team - and to have to make them for that long." Penn's other traditionally solid up- to a zone with around four minutes left in the game. However, with his offense disap- apare